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Abstract
This paper attempts to compare the concepts and metrics related to
vulnerability notion as used in the poverty literature with those in the
filed of climate change. Such comparison could shed light on the
understanding of the perceived and real differences between the two
fields and also help to identify possible policy synergies between the
climate change and poverty communities.
The analysis shows that while vulnerability concepts in both the disciplines
are defendable, broader policy relevant statements about vulnerability
could be made if the analysis clearly identifies three primitives introduced
in Ionescu et al. (2006) – namely, the entity that is vulnerable, the stimulus
due to which the entity is vulnerable, and the preference criteria on the
outcome of concern.
The analysis shows significant similarities between the two fields in terms
of vulnerability measurement. The link between the vulnerability metrics
in the two fields can be established through the introduction of sensitivity
notion. The analysis also shows that the vulnerability metrics in both
fields demand a stricter restriction (namely, complete preorder) on
preference criteria on the outcome(s) of concern.
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The analysis identifies two issues that, if addressed, could create synergies
between vulner-ability assessments in the climate change and the poverty
communities. First, the climate change community could benefit from
exploring a notion analogous to that of “poverty”. In development policy,
the notion of poverty enables one to recognise that there is a need to
focus not only on peo-ple who are likely to become poor due to some
exogenous input, but also on those who already are poor (and may become
even poorer). Second, it would be interesting to explore the analogous
concepts of “mitigation” and “adaptive capacity” in poverty research.
Simi-lar to their use in climate research and policy, the analysis of these
concepts could lead to the more explicit consideration of the
multidimensional nature of both causes and outcomes of poverty, as
well as of the multiple time scales on which these occur.
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In the development economics literature the term vulnerability
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is typically used in the context of poverty. As Kanbur and Squire (1999)
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summarize in their excellent survey on evolution of thinking about poverty,

participants for useful comments and Brinda Viswanathan, Maithili

the induction of the vulnerability notion in the poverty debate has enabled

Ramachandran and V. Raghupathy for motivating discussions. This paper

the poverty reduction interventions to be pre-emptive. The World

is a result of PIK and SEI joint project FAVAIA and substantial part of the

Development Report (WDR) in 2001 brought the notion to the forefront

work was completed during the first authors’ visit to Potsdam Institute

and triggered several scholarly articles on its measurement. While WDR

for Climate Impact Research in summer of 2006.

(World Bank, 2001) defined vulnerability as a measure of resilience against
shock, several studies that used the notion not necessarily defined it in
similar manner. Compared to the relatively broad consensus that exists
with regard to the definition and meas-urement of poverty (e.g., Sen,
1979; Foster et al., 1984; Atkinson, 1987), the notion of vulnerability is
not only underdeveloped in the economics literature, it has been defined
in too many different ways. There is a strong emphasis on measurement
in the economics literature but in the case of vulnerability, this is not
balanced by an equally strong focus on conceptualisation and the
development of analytical frameworks. Consequently, as Alwang et al.
(2001) argued, the economics litera-ture is an example of an empirically
strong but conceptually weak strand amongst numerous disciplines
analysing vulnerability.
Conceptual papers in economics dealing with the notion of
vulnerability have emerged in recent years (e.g., Moser, 1998; Dercon,
2001; Ligon and Schechter, 2003; Prowse, 2003). Over the same period
vulnerability has be-come a familiar term in the climate change literature,
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which has produced its own conceptual literature (e.g., Jones, 2001;
Brooks, 2003; O’Brien et al., 2004; Füssel and Klein, 2006). Given these
si-multaneous yet separate developments and the increasing calls in the

2.0 VULNERABILITY TO POVERTY AND
VULNERABILITY TO CLIMATE CHANGE
Vulnerability is a forward looking notion as it refers to potentiality

climate change literature to learn from experiences in other fields, including

of something, often negative, happening. Vulnerability is assessed before

development studies, it seems timely to compare the two notions of

the uncertainty about the future is resolved, or in other words the exact

vulnerability. Such comparison should increase our understanding of the

nature of future unfolds. Since it is an ex-ante concept, the vulnerability

perceived and real differences between the conceptualisations of

assessment has immense policy relevance, especially for policies aimed

vulnerability when applied to poverty and to climate change, respectively.

at preventing undesirable outcomes in future. Among numerous disciplines

In addition, it could lead to the identi-fication of possible synergies between

analysing the vulnerability notion, as Adger (2006) argues it is in the field

vulnerability assessments in the two fields. This is pre-cisely the motivation

of human-environment interaction that the term has common (though

for this paper. Synergies are assessed with particular focus on

contested) meaning. Two broad fields of research – development

measurement and policy perspective. Using generic metrics introduced

economics and global climate change – capturing the interface of human-

in Cesar and Dercon (2005) and Luers et al. (2003) and Luers (2005) for

environment interaction are chosen for critical review in this study.

vulnerability measurement in poverty and climate change fields,
respectively, the paper tries to assess potential overlap. Further the scope

2.1 Vulnerability to Poverty

for applicability of a common formal framework developed by Ionescu et

al. (2006) is also explored.

Much attention in the development economics literature is centred
on the analysis of poverty. Notwithstanding the debate on the

The structure of the paper is as follows: Brief evolution of thinking

multidimensionality of poverty (i.e., consumption, level of nutrition,

about the concept of vulnerability in poverty and climate change literature,

education, etc.), it is broadly agreed that poverty represents “deprivation”

along with similarities and dissimilarities is presented in the next section.

of out-come(s). Thus, if consumption were taken as an outcome of

The third section introduces the metrics used for measuring vulnerability

interest, typical poverty assess-ments would measure in some way the

to poverty and vulnerability to climate change. The policy context of

deprivation of people below an accepted “norm” (e.g., a poverty line

vulnerability in both literatures is then explored in the fourth section to

defined on the basis of a basic minimum consumption level). Measures

identify syn-ergies across the two disciplines. Finally, the fifth section

of dep-rivations include for instance the proportion of poor (headcount)

presents concluding remarks.

and the extent of poverty (poverty gap).
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In the context of poverty, reference to the notion of vulnerability

and ends refer to life expectancy, literacy or nutrition level. However, in the

can broadly be seen in one of the following three contexts (Prowse, 2003):

economics literature ‘vulnerability to poverty’ is the most commonly used

•

Vulnerability to poverty: This strand of literature describes
vulnerability as the potential for people to enter into poverty.
Prominent in the poverty dynamics literature, this con-ceptualisation
is the most widely used in the economics literature. While much of
the empirical literature focuses on the so-called “transient” poor
(i.e., the population at risk of entering into poverty due to some
shock), the literature also recognises the impor-tance for policy
purposes of focusing on people who are already poor (even without
the shock).

•

conceptualization and the same will be the focus in this paper.
In a conceptual framework for vulnerability to poverty proposed
by Dercon (2001), the start-ing point of analysis are assets held by
households (e.g., financial capital, human capital, so-cial capital) that
provide them with income (e.g., interest returns from financial capital,
re-turns on activities, transfers and remittances, returns from asset
disposal), which in turn are used to achieve various capabilities, or
measures of well-being (e.g., consumption, nutrition, health, education).
Figure 1 shows a visual representation of this conceptual framework.

Vulnerability as a symptom of poverty: Similar to the global change
and disaster man-agement communities, vulnerability here is seen

Assets

Incomes

Well-being–
Capabilities

Risks

Risks

Risks

as vulnerability to some external shock. In line with Sen’s (1981)
influential work on poverty and famines, it is often ar-gued that
vulnerability to external shocks is intimately linked with poverty.
Hence this strand of literature visualises vulnerability as “cause”
and “symptom” of poverty.
•

Figure 1: Framework for vulnerability to poverty
(Adapted from Dercon, 2001)

Vulnerability as part of poverty: Increasing acceptance of multidimensional nature of poverty has meant the inclusion of risk and
vulnerability as components of poverty (Hulme et al., 2001).

Households face risks at every stage of this chain. For example,
if one considers a fixed de-posit held by a household in a bank, it represents
the financial asset that gives interest income to the household, which

In addition to these three contexts, vulnerability is sometimes also

can be used for achieving consumption (a measure of well-being). The

used with respect to the ef-fects of poverty, rather than just poverty. This

household could face risks to the asset, say through bank insolvency, or

creates a distinction between the means and ends of human welfare, where

to the incomes, say through interest rate fluctuations, or to the indicator

means constitute income, consumption of food or access to health services,

of well-being, say through price fluctuations. Examples of risks to assets

4
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include loss of skills due to ill health, asset damage due to climatic shocks,

In a careful analysis of the evolution of vulnerability notion in the

war or disaster, violations of commitment and trust, etc.; examples of

climate change literature, Fussel and Klein (2006) argue that driven by

risks to incomes include output risk due to climatic shocks or disease,
risk in asset returns from savings and investment, uncertainty about
enforcement of informal arrangements, etc.; examples of risks to wellbeing include price risk in food markets and risk associated with ra-tioned
food availability through public distribution system.

the policy question addressed the term vulnerability attained different
meanings in the various climate change vulnerability assessments.
They categorize the large body of climate change vulnerability assessment
studies into four groups: impact assessment studies, first and second
generation vulnerability assessment studies, and adaptation policy
assessment studies. The impact assessment and first generation
vulnerability assessment studies mainly focused on climate change

Given this framework, poverty is the ex-post outcome of a process

mitigation policy as they attempted to estimate the biophysical and socio-

in which the household is making decisions about assets and incomes

economic impacts associated with climate change, respectively. The second

while faced with a range of risks. On the other hand, vulnerability (to

generation vulnerability assessment studies are largely driven by the policy

poverty) describes the outcome of this process ex ante. So, vulnerabil-ity
captures the exposure to poverty rather than the poverty itself. It is this
notion of vulnerability that is implicit in several empirical studies discussed
in section 3.

questions pertaining to resource allocation to the regions most vulnerable
to climate change. In these studies the vulnerability of a system is the end
result after feasible adaptation options are considered. The adaptation
policy assessment studies specifically focused on adaptation policy and
analyzed feasible adaptation options that could reduce the vulnerability
due to climate change. In these studies vulnerability of a system is the

2.2 Vulnerability to Climate Change
With growing consensus on the threat of climate change that
the society faces the focus is firmly now on its likely impacts. Available

starting point of analysis. As could be visualized the temporal and spatial
scales of analysis differ widely across these four groups of climate change
vulnerability assessment studies.

evidence shows that the impacts are not likely to be uniform across
regions. This could be due to differential changes in climate experienced
by different regions and also due to inherent differences of the regions
to withstand the damage inflicted by the changing climate. Several studies
over the past two decades have analyzed the impacts of climate change

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) described
in its Third Assessment Report vulnerability as, ‘a function of the character,
magnitude and rate of climate variation to which a system is exposed, its
sensitivity and its adaptive capacity’ (McCarthy et al., 2001, p. 995).
While much confusion surrounds the operationalization of this definition,

and have used the word ‘vulnerability’ without necessarily providing careful

it at least captures the wide range of concerns that vulnerability to climate

definition to it.

change poses.

1
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In comparison with the vulnerability to poverty notion described

Vulnerability
to Poverty

above the concept of vulnerability to climate change appears to be broader
in scope. However both notions are ex-ante measures that attempt to

Vulnerability
to Climate
Change

provide insight before the uncertainty about the future states of the world
is resolved. Table 1 summarizes the broad features of the two notions

Triggering Event(s)

and figure 2 depicts typical pathways of vulnerability causation in the
prevailing models of vulnerability for poverty and climate change.
Table 1. Features of vulnerability to poverty and vulnerability to
climate change
Vulnerability to
Poverty
Typical question Vulnerability of an entity
to the threat of poverty

Vulnerability to
Climate Change
Vulnerability of an entity
to the climate change
threat

Focus

Outcome; the shocks
Specific shock(s); the
contributing to the
outcome(s) of concern
entity’s outcome are often for the entity is often
not specified
not specified

Spatial scale

Concerned mainly with
individual or household
level vulnerability
(aggregate vulnerability
also matters but relatively
less studied)

Concerned mainly with
aggregate analysis
(regional or national),
but often generalizes
from representative
individual level analysis

Typically focus is on short
temporal scale
(e.g., vulnerability to the
threat of poverty in the
next year or so)

Focus is on long time
horizon, allowing for coevolution of system with
the shock

Temporal scale
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Control Variables

Negative Outcome(s)

Figure 2. Prevailing Models of Vulnerability for Poverty and
Climate Change (Adapted from Patt et al., 2005)

2.3 Vulnerability to poverty or climate change?
As the above sections describe the notion of vulnerability has its
intrinsic appeal in both poverty and climate change debates. Focus on
‘outcome’ in poverty stream and ‘shock’ in the climate change literature
creates an impression that these two fields are describing two entirely
different concepts. That there is indeed close link between the two
disciplines could be illustrated through an example. Here a hypothetical
example introduced in Ionescu et al. (2006) is expanded to defend both
the notions and outline the relevant policy interventions that are discussed
in detail in section 4.

9

Consider a motorcyclist riding his motorcycle on a winding

motorcyclist in collaboration with her fellow road users can influence the

mountain road, with the mountain to his left and a deep valley to his

local administration to relay the road more frequently to reduce the

right. Unbeknownst to the motor-cyclist an oil spill covers part of the

probability of oil spill and hence her exposure and sensitivity to the same.

road ahead of him, just behind a left-hand curve. In natu-ral language
one would say that the oil spill represents a hazard and that the

On the other hand, as in the context of vulnerability to poverty,

motorcyclist is at risk of falling down the cliff and being killed. One could

the motorcyclist could worry about the prospect of an accident independent

say that the motorcyclist is vulnerable to the oil spill with respect to the

of a specific shock such as oil spill mentioned here. For instance, she

prospect of an accident. This is the notion of vulnerability in the context

could be confronted with a speeding truck or a brake system failure.

of climate change introduced above. Alternatively one could also say that

Since a large set of her response strategies (such as wearing a helmet)

the motorcyclist is vulnerable to the threat of an accident, possibly caused

primarily aim at reducing the damage, it may not be meaningful to focus

among other things by the oil spill on the road. This captures the notion

on any single exogenous shock, but instead look at the distribution of

of vulnerability in the poverty literature described above.

outcomes, along with their probabilities. In this context it may not be
inappropriate to refer the motorcyclist’s vulnerability to sustaining damage.

One would normally say that a second motorcyclist who drives
slowly and/or more carefully is less vulnerable to the oil spill and/or to

In a similar vein, the economics literature focuses on vul-nerability to
poverty that could have been caused by a range of exogenous inputs.

the threat of accident. Both disciplines are interested in capturing such
comparative statements about vulnerability. One can also expand the

2.4 Applicability of Common Formal Framework

time horizon and think of a third motorcyclist who is aware of the likelihood

Ionescu et al. (2006) developed a formal framework of

of shocks on mountain roads in general or oil spill in particular and gears

vulnerability to climate change and argued that for meaningful statements

up for it by improving her driving skills and buys a new set of tyres. Such

about the notion of vulnerability the analyst must clearly specify three

actions constitute the adaptive capacity of the vulnerable entity. Of course

primitives: (i) the entity that is vulnerable, (ii) the stimulus to which it is

a fourth motorcyclist who is aware of the actions needed but is unable to

vulnerable and (iii) the preference criteria to evaluate the outcome of

implement them due to variety of constraints (e.g., lack of money)

concern for the entity. Among these three primitives, two can be readily

represents an entity with lower adaptive capacity.

mapped with the IPCC definition mentioned above. The ‘degree to which
a system is susceptible to, or unable to cope with’ part of the definition

Vulnerability to climate change not only accounts for different

corresponds to the preference criteria and the stimulus is captured

time scales, but also introduces new aspects such as the ability of the

through, ‘character, magnitude and rate of climate variation to which a

vulnerable entity to act proactively to avoid future hazards. That is, the

system is exposed’. The other elements of IPCC definition, namely

10
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Table 2. Various Vulnerability Definitions

sensitivity and adaptive capacity, can not be directly mapped to the
primitives of the formal framework. But they can be defined using these
primitives as demonstrated in Ionescu et al. (2006).

Vulnerability
Simple

State in next period
Initial state
under a given stimulus

Comparative

State in next period
State in next period
under a given stimulus under a reference
stimulus

Transitional

Transition between
present state and that
in the next period
under a given stimulus

n-Step Simple

State in the nth period Initial state
under a given stimulus

n-Step Comparative

State in the nth period State in the nth period
under a given stimulus under a reference
stimulus

n-Step Transitional

Transition between
present state and that
in the nth period under
a given stimulus

Transition between
present and that in the
nth period under a
reference stimulus

Transitional StatesComparative

Transition between
present state and that
in the nth period under
a given stimulus

Transition between
present state (at a
different starting point)
and that in the n-th
period under a given
stimulus

Transitional Systems- Transition between
Comparative
present state and that
in the nth period under
a given stimulus

Transition between
present state (of a
different system) and
that in the nth period
under a given stimulus

The domain-independent nature of this formal framework makes
it suitable to analyze the conceptualization of vulnerability in other fields.
In poverty literature, vulnerability to poverty as mentioned above refers
to the magnitude of the threat of future poverty. The entity in this literature
is often individual or household and preference criteria are captured

What is Compared Compared with What

through a clearly defined poverty line. As against less restrictive partial
strict order, the preference criteria are often specified using total order
in economics. While this assumption enables the vulnerability metric to
be developed satisfactorily, it puts great restriction on the nature of
outcome(s) that one focuses in vulnerability assessment. This issue is
further elaborated in the next section on measuring vulnerability. The
stimulus to which the entity is vulnerable is not specified with the underlying
assumption that the entity is exposed to several stimuli simultaneously
and the outcome of concern is independent of the stimuli. This may be
true if the response strategies are primarily targeted towards the outcome
alone, but one may want to expand the responses to include reduction
and/or elimination of the stimulus also.
A rich menu of vulnerability definitions outlined by Ionescu et al.
(2006) in the context of climate change is summarized in table 2. Given
that vulnerability makes comparative statements, the definitions differ
mainly in terms of what is being compared and with reference what it is
being compared. For instance, if the state of a system (subjected to a
stimulus) in next period is worse than the initial state of the system, then
the system is said to be simply vulnerable. Other vulnerability definitions
follow similar reasoning.

12
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Transition between
present state and that
in the next period
under a reference
stimulus

While the notion of vulnerability to poverty maps well with the
simple vulnerability defined in table 2, other notions are also meaningful
in the context of poverty. More formally, representing the entity as
deterministic dynamical system , the transition function in the context of
2

poverty is given by:
f: X →X,
where, X is the set of states of the system. Give the current state of the
system x, the transition function identifies which element of X will be the

Comparative vulnerability to poverty can be defined as:
A system f in state x is vulnerable to poverty threshold z (∈ Z)
compared to z* (∈ Z) if f(xz)

p f(x z*).

Other notions of vulnerability may also be developed in similar
manner in the context of poverty.

3.0 MEASURING VULNERABILITY

next state of the system: f(x). Considering preference criteria to be
represented by a partial strict order3 and assuming z to be an exogenously

While debate on appropriate conceptualization of the vulnerability

given poverty threshold, simple vulnerability to poverty can be defined as:

notion could continue, for policy interventions empirical analyses are

A system f in state x is vulnerable to an exogenously specified poverty

essential. Several studies in both poverty and climate change disciplines

threshold z with respect to the partial strict order p if f(x) p z.

have focused on measuring vulnerability and significant progress has

Or, equivalently simple vulnerability can also be defined in lines similar to

been made so far in both fields (see, Chaudhuri et al., 2002, Suryahadi

the definition given in the context of climate change in table 2. For this

and Sumartho, 2003, and Kamanou and Morduch, 2004 for vulnerability

the preference criteria can be appropriately modified:

to poverty estimates; and Metzger et al., 2004, and DINAS-COAST

A system f in state x is vulnerable to an exogenously specified

Consortium, 2004 for vulnerability to climate change estimates). This

poverty threshold z if f(xz) x, iff x > z and f(x) < z.

section uses the vulnerability metrics proposed in two recent studies

While simple vulnerability compares the future state with a static

from poverty and climate change disciplines to examine the similarities

poverty threshold, a more appropriate definition could include comparison

and scope for learning between the two literatures. The vulnerability

of the future state with a reference future. Reference scenario in global
change often means maintaining status quo of system as against its
deterioration through some adverse shock. In contrast maintaining status
quo may not be a highly desirable objective as far as individual’s poverty

metric of poverty literature is from Dercon (2005) and Cesar and Dercon
(2005), and that of climate change literature is from Luers et al. (2003)
and Luers (2005). While the metric proposed in Dercon (2005) and Cesar

status is concerned. In general, the reference scenario should relate to a

and Dercon (2005) synthesizes the significant progress made in economics

brighter future. While it could be maintaining status quo of an ecological

literature on vulnerability measurement, the metric developed by Luers

system, it may be conceived as improved standard of living in social

et al. (2003) marks an important shift from indicator based measures

systems. Thus, the poor in future could be identified on the basis of a

(e.g., Moss et al., 2002, Brenkert and Malone, 2004) that dominate the

higher threshold value, z* (where, z* > z).

literature on vulnerability to climate change.
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Since most studies see vulnerability as some form of expected

3.1 Vulnerability Metrics
Assessments of vulnerability to poverty consider exogenous input

poverty, the vulnerability is re-ferred to as VEP in the above formula. For

to be manifold and omni-present. Capturing all types of exogenous input

a=0 and a=1, the above measure captures vulner-ability as either the

(to represent the entity’s exposure) is there-fore difficult. As a result, the

probability of being poor and as the expected shortfall from the poverty

metrics defined in the poverty literature typically focus on out-come, which

line, respectively. Arguing that the VEP (and also the vulnerability measures

takes into account a series of exogenous inputs and the entity’s response

based on expected utility developed by Ligon and Schechter (2003)) does

to these inputs, and on the distribution of outcome. Various measures

not satisfy certain desired properties developed on the basis of welfare-

used to assess vulnerability to poverty can be summarised as (Dercon,

economic foundations (such as, normalization and constant relative risk

2005; Cesar and Dercon, 2005):

sensitivity), Dercon (2005) and Cesar and Dercon (2005) develop a new

V * = ∑i =1 pi v( xi ) ,
n

xi =

yˆ i
,
z

yˆ i = min( y i , z )

class of vulnerability measures given by:

(1)

[ ]

V α = 1 − E xiα , where α can be interpreted as a weight, 0<α<1. (3)

where V is the vulnerability measure
*

v(xi) is monotonically decreasing and convex

Thus, vulnerability is measured as one minus the probability weighted

yi is the outcome of interest (e.g., consumption) in state i

value of outcomes that are normalized (to be between 0 and 1) and
weighted by the risk sensitivity parameter (α).

z is the corresponding poverty line
pi is the probability of occurrence of state i

A crucial input required for implementing these metrics is
knowledge on possible outcomes in different states of the world, for

n represents the number of states of the world
This metric means that vulnerability is the probability-weighted
average of some (convex) function of outcomes. More specific measures
that correspond with the FGT measures of poverty (Foster et al., 1984),
used by Suryahadi and Sumartho (2003), Kamanou and Morduch (2004)
and Chaudhuri et al. (2002), can be repre-sented as:

 z − yi 
V EP = ∑i∀y < z pi 

i
 z 

and calibrate a distribution of outcomes. Most empirical studies infer the
distribu-tion of possible outcomes from the error process in a crosssectional regression model ex-plaining outcomes by household
characteristics and community variables. Use of cross-sec-tional data is
mainly due to their easy availability (for e.g., most countries conduct

a

(2)

16

which one needs a forecasting model for outcomes and data to estimate

consumption surveys among households at regular intervals). The most
stringent assumption of empirical studies that rely on cross-sectional

17

data is that cross-sectional variance can be used to estimate inter-

For interpreting VCC consider that one is interested in measuring

temporal variance. Cross-sectional vari-ance can explain a part of the

vulnerability of representative farmers in several regions to a climatic

inter-temporal variance (e.g., due to idiosyncratic shocks), but the

shock. For the sake of illustration consider the farmer’s vulnerability with

assumption does not hold for the impact of inter-temporal (or aggregate)
shocks that are invariant across households but vary across time. In
other words, the models built on this as-sumption will produce good
estimates of vulnerability for only those situations where the dis-tribution
of risks and risk-management instruments are similar over time4.

regard to poor wheat yield caused by potential changes in temperature.
In line with the discussion in the previous section, the representative
farmer’s vulnerability can be meaningfully expressed by either of the two
statements: (i) vulnerability to poor wheat yield due to temperature
change, or (ii) vulnerability to temperature change with reference to

However, shocks such as climate change or economic crises are

poor wheat yield. While in poverty literature non-consideration of external

time-variant shocks necessitating the need for characterization of

stimulus causing vulnerability enables simple projection of the outcome

exposure of the entity to the shock and the sensitivity of outcome to the

of concern in several states of the future, the vulnerability metrics in

shock. Luers et al. (2003) and Luers (2005) defined vulnerability of an

climate change should first establish link between the outcome of concern

entity to climate change as the expected value of the ratio of the sensitivity

and the stimulus in question. That is, in the present example the analyst

of the entity’s state to the exogenous input over the relative posi-tion of

must identify how yield of wheat changes due to temperature changes.

the state to a certain threshold. The expected value is calculated based

In other words, the sensitivity of the entity must be assessed. This is

on the distribu-tion of the exogenous input of interest. Vulnerability to

represented in the numerator of equation 4. The denominator captures

climate change in its most general form can be represented as (Luers,
2005; Adger, 2006):

V CC =

∑y
i

β
i

the relative position of the yield with reference to the threshold. Finally
using the probability of the future states the vulnerability is calculated as
expected value as in (4). Note that in this formulation as expected with
increase in outcome (y) the vulnerability decreases. However, vulnerability

pi

(4)

y0

also increases with sensitivity, irrespective of the direction of change of
the stimulus. One drawback of this interpretation is that outcome of

where, numerator (β) represents the sensitivity, the denominator

concern is not assessed in the future states of the world and the nature

represents the outcome of interest relative to a threshold, and pi is the

of the future state (revealed by the value of the exogenous input) would

probability of the ith state.

only influence the sensitivity of the entity.
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Alternatively, vulnerability to climate change can be interpreted
as follows: Continuing with the above example of farmer, for each future
state, the shock (or stimulus) is assessed in terms of the change in

Table 3. Comparison of Vulnerability Metrics
Vulnerability to
Expected Poverty

Vulnerability to
Climate Change
n

V CC = ∑ p i [v( yˆ i , β i )] , yˆ i =

yˆ i
, yˆ i = min( y i , z )
z

yi
∆y
, βi =
y0
∆T

temperature with respect to present (or some normal value). With the

V EP = ∑i =1 p i v( x i ) , x i =

help of sensitivity the change in temperature can be translated into

Vulnerability as expected value.

Vulnerability as expected value.

corresponding change in the yield and from which state specific yield can

Future states of the world are
generated based on the outcome
of concern

Future states of the world are
generated based on the stimulus
causing vulnerability
(e.g., temperature change)

Outcome is censored with all
values above the threshold having
no influence on the level of
vulnerability

Outcome is not typically censored
and hence higher outcome values
in ‘good’ states could bring down
the vulnerability of an entity

Higher value of outcome (after
censoring) leads to lower
vulnerability

Higher value of outcome results
in lower vulnerability

then be generated. Once state probabilities and the associated outcome
(y) values are known vulnerability can be measured in similar manner as
it is done in the case of vulnerability to poverty as in equation (1). Again
similar to vulnerability to poverty only adverse shocks could be considered
for vulnerability assessment. In this interpretation all the axioms that
Cesar and Dercon (2005) introduced in the context of vulnerability to
poverty will be equally applicable for the vulnerability to climate change
metric. Equation 5 shows the general expression for vulnerability to climate
change and table 3 provides a comparative overview of the vulnerability
metrics in poverty and climate change fields.
n

V CC = ∑ pi [v( yˆ i , β i )]
i =1

where yˆ i =

yi
∆y
, βi =
∆T
y0

(5)

where y is an indicator of well-being of the entity (e.g., wheat yield of
representative farmer)

y0 is the threshold level of well-being (e.g., break-even level of yield)
T is the exogenous input affecting the entity (e.g., temperature change)
pi is probability of occurrence of state i
β is the sensitivity of the entity
v(.) is monotonically decreasing in y and increasing in β
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n

i =1

Does not depend on the sensitivity Depends on the sensitivity of the
of the entity to the stressor, as the entity to the stressor as it is the
focus is not any one stressor
crucial link between the stimulus
causing vulner-ability of the entity. and the outcome of concern for
the entity.
Non-availability of panel data for
long time series requires the
analyst to infer outcome
distribution based on either
cross-sectional data or short
panel data. In case of non-stationary
outcomes such inferences may
prove to be biased.
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Distribution of exogenous input is
typically generated through
multiple scenarios, developed
using parameters estimated
from past data.

3.2 Common Formal Framework – Revisited
In light of the vulnerability metrics discussed above it could be
illuminating to revisit the common formal framework developed by Ionescu

et al. (2006). Though both the metrics introduced above deal with
stochastic systems, for simplicity the analysis here is restricted to

feasible for the entity to clearly order them and hence assuming partial
strict order to capture the preference criteria is justifiable. However, if
the vulnerability metrics of the kind discussed in this section were to be
used in practice the preference criteria should be represented through
complete or total preorder.

deterministic systems. Consider a simple dynamical system represented

4.0 SYNERGIES IN POLICY

by a transition function:

f : XxE → X
where, X is the set of states of the system and E is the set of exogenous
inputs. For further simplicity let us consider exogenous input as given/
chosen. Thus the transition function could be represented as:

f:X→X

4.1 Policy Focus
To understand the policy relevance of vulnerability to poverty it
is useful to consider a public health analogy. One is typically interested in
treatment as well as prevention of diseases such as AIDS. In a society

Now consider a vulnerability metric V that maps X to the positive real

affected by AIDS, there will be people who are currently suffering and

number space (R+). If V were to be a vulnerability measure then it must

people who could suffer in the future, if adequate preventive measures

satisfy the following conditions

(a)

V(.) is a characteristic function.
That is, V(x) > 0 iff f(x)

px

and V(x) = 0 iff x is not vulnerable.

(b)

V(.) is a monotonic function
That is x* is more vulnerable than x, iff V(x*) > V(x).

The vulnerability metric would require additional restrictions placed on

are not taken now. In a similar vein, there are people in society who are
currently classified as “poor” (as per some accepted norm), but in order
to design forward-looking policies one also needs to know who could
become poor in the future. Policies should address those likely to become
poor in the future, as well as those who are already poor. More specifically,
as Dercon (2001) argues, vulnerability research should focus on at least
four groups: (i) those who are currently poor and permanently poor

the preference criteria assumed in Ionescu et al. (2006). The formal

(also referred as the chronically poor), (ii) those who are likely to be-come

framework assumed partial strict order to represent the preference

poor in the future due to some trend evolution, (iii) those who are likely

criteria of the entity. That is,

to become poor due to predictable events such as seasonality, and (iv)

p is not expected to be total. For certain

outcomes and definitely for combinations of outcomes, it may not be
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those who are likely to become poor due to risk and shocks.
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Vulnerability is a characteristic not only of the non-poor or the

hazards that the entity faces for all time periods, and (ii) maintaining

temporarily poor, so the focus of policy should therefore be on all four of

adaptive capacity, which is aimed at ensuring the entity’s access to effec-tive

the above groups. Focusing on “shock” in the analysis of vulnerability is

response strategies for all time periods (Ionescu et al., 2006). In the

appropriate because it enables one to make a meaningful distinc-tion

context of vulner-ability to poverty policy responses are typically categorised

between ex-ante and ex-post analyses. However, since everybody is

as (i) ex-ante risk management strategies, and (ii) ex-post coping

affected by shocks to a greater or lesser extent, it is likely that those who

strategies. Ex-ante risk management strategies are adopted by the entity

are currently poor may be (even) worse off due to the shock. By considering

before experiencing a shock, while the ex-post coping strategies are

only group (iv) one might be wrongly narrowing the policy focus. Having

imple-mented after the shock. Ex-ante strategies can be further classified

said that, there is a tendency in the poverty literature (as is the case for

as (i) damaging fluctua-tions (DF) reduction or removal strategies, and

climate change) to focus only on (iv) in assessments of vulnerability.

(ii) actions aimed at reducing exposure to DF (Sinha and Lipton, 1999).

There is no concept analogous to “poverty” in the climate change

Damaging fluctuations are a form of exogenous input experienced

literature, but it might be useful to develop one for academic and policy

by the entity. There are no readily available examples of actions that

purposes. For example, if one takes crop yield as an outcome of interest,

reduce DF, as the poverty community’s focus is not so much on any specific

then a vulnerability assessment in the context of climate change should

exogenous input that causes vulnerability5. Such actions would be close

focus on those regions that are currently (i.e., without climate change)

to what is termed mitigation by the climate change community. A range

experiencing crop yield to be below some accepted norm (e.g., the

of re-sponses can be considered that reduce exposure to DF, including

economic breakeven yield level), in ad-dition to those regions that are

protecting, decoupling, hedging, consumption smoothing and availing

likely to fall below the norm upon experiencing climate change (i.e., those

credit. In addition, Moser (1998) and Devereux (2001) discussed a range

expected to experience impacts from climate change). Such extended

of coping strategies that the entity can undertake after experiencing the

vulnerability assessment could be useful in contributing to the

shock. Some of these coping strategies (e.g., insurance) overlap with

“mainstreaming” of climate change adapta-tion measures into plans and

strategies aimed at reducing exposure to DF. The choice of coping

policies aimed at reducing poverty and improving people’s well-being.

strategies, especially the entity’s internal ones, is made on the basis of,
among other things, the reversibility of the option. Destitute behav-iour,

4.2 Response strategies

such as migration or taking children from school, are opted as last-resort

Strategies that can reduce vulnerability to climate change can be

strategies by the entity, as the effects of such strategies are often

classified as (i) mitigation, which is aimed at eliminating unavoidable

irreversible. External coping strategies in-clude accessing community help
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groups, etc. Table 4 presents the classifications of response strategies

Poverty

by the climate change and the poverty communities, respectively.
The rich sub-classification in the poverty literature of what is

Ex-ante Risk
Management
DF reduction or
re-moval: actions
tar-geted towards the
re-duction or elimination
of the risk

broadly referred to as maintain-ing adaptive capacity in the climate change
community appears useful for the effective targeting of support to improve
the adaptive capacity of populations vulnerable to climate change. On
the other hand, the poverty community could benefit from the explicit
identification of determinants of poverty and of vulnerability to poverty,
so that effective strategies aimed at reducing or removing damaging
fluctuations (similar to mitigation in the context of climate change) could
be proposed.

Ex-ante Risk
Management
Reduction of
(the exposure
to) DF

Ex-post Risk
Management
Internal coping
strategies

Ex-post Risk
Management
External coping
strategies

• Protecting
(e.g., immunisation)
• Decoupling
(e.g., diversification)
• Hedging
(e.g., de-layed
sowing)
• Consumption
smoothing
(e.g., grain
storage)
• Credit (e.g.,

For example:
insurance
mechanisms,
disposal of
productive
assets, destitute
behaviour

For example: informal
safety nets,
community support
systems

insurance)

Source: Adapted from Moser, 1998; Sinha and Lipton, 1999;
Devereux, 2001.

Table 4: Strategies to Reduce Vulnerability to Climate Change
and Poverty
Community

Note:

DF: damaging fluctuations.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Response Strategies

Climate

Mitigation

Maintaining Adaptive Capacity

Change

Reduction or removal

Ensuring access to and use of

of exogenous input

effective response strategies by

For example: reduction the entity. Includes strategies
of greenhouse gas

that the entity undertakes both

emissions, which in

before and after being exposed

turn reduces the

to the exogenous input.

mag-nitude of climate

For example: irrigation, building

change

seawalls, migration

This paper attempted to review the main concepts and metrics
related to vulnerability as used in the poverty literature and to compare
them to their counterparts in the field of climate change. This work was
in-tended to serve four purposes. First, it should shed some light on the
apparent dissimilarity between the approaches to vulnerability assessment
in the two communities (viz., vulnerabil-ity to climate change focuses on
an exogenous stimulus while vulnerability to poverty focuses on an
outcome). Second, the application would be a test of the versatility of
the formal frame-work developed by Ionescu et al. (2006), the
development of which was primarily informed by knowledge on
vulnerability to climate change. Third, it would help to identify the
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similarities in vulnerability measurement across the two fields and throw

into the conditions that a vulnerability measurement would have to satisfy

light on implications for the formal framework. Fourth, it could help to

when considered in the context of more general preorders.

identify possible synergies between vulnerability as-sessments in the
climate change and poverty communities.

Comparison between the han-dling of issues of mitigation and
adaptive capacity within the two communities threw light on potential

Critical appraisal of vulnerability concept in the two disciplines

synergies. There is a richer classification of strategies for maintaining

showed that while both the notions are defendable, broader policy relevant

adaptive capacity in the poverty community; the notion of mitigation, on

statements about vulnerability could be made if the analysis clearly

the other hand, seems to be more developed in the climate change

identifies the three primitives – namely, the entity that is vulnerable, the

community. This comparison suggests that each community could benefit

stimulus due to which the entity is vulnerable, and the preference criteria

from an import of know-how from the other.

on the outcome of concern that is affected by the stimulus. Thus, while
‘vulnerability to poverty’ in itself could be a useful phrase, a more

In addition, the application has shown that an important feature

meaningful phrase would be say, ‘vulnerability to poverty due to an

of vulnerability to poverty is the existence of a threshold expressing some

epidemic’. Similarly, ‘vulnerability to climate change’ could be rephrased

socially accepted norm. In contrast, vulnerability to climate change is

as say, ‘vulnerability to poor wheat yield due to climate change’.

usually expressed in terms of a more complicated (and usually implicit)
preorder relation on some set of indicators. The introduction of threshold

The analysis presented clearly showed significant similarities

values to the as-sessment of vulnerability to climate change may be

between the two fields in terms of vulnerability measurement. It is argued

beneficial: the mathematical descriptions become simpler and require

that the link between the two metrics can be established through the

less data to model, which could make them useful for rapid as-sessments

introduction of notion of sensitivity – i.e., the effect of stimulus on the

(even if the threshold value is controversial, at least potential problem

outcome of concern for the entity. The vulnerability metric in climate

areas can be discovered quickly).

change could be further refined by imposing desired properties as it was
done in case of vulnerability to poverty.
The vulnerability metric in both fields demands a stricter
restriction (namely, complete preorder) on preference criteria on the
outcome(s) of concern for the entity. It would be interesting to inquire
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1

Janssen et al. (2005) note that more than seven hundred articles in the
global change literature have used the term ‘vulnerability’ as key word.

2

The poverty filed often uses stochastic system to define vulnerability,
but the definitions under deterministic system discussed here can easily
be extendable to the stochastic system.

3

It may be noted the choice of partial strict order, as against a more
conventional (in economics) total order, is made to keep the definition
more flexible and correspond to a wide range of outcomes that may
not necessarily be mapped to real numbers.

4

A few studies use short panel data (e.g., Ligon and Schechter, 2003),
and a few other studies (e.g., Amin et al., 2000; Dercon and Krishnan,
2000) avoid this strong assumption about the statistical error process
by focusing explicitly on shocks (such as illness, crop failure and rainfall)
and the household’s ability to cope in prediction models.

5

Irrigation is often misleadingly considered as an example of a DF-reducing
action. However, irrigation will re duce the entity ’s exposure to DF,
rather than reduce or remove the DF itself.
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